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General Comment 

we are smarter than this, it's time to innovate. Burying the spent nuclear waste and the fuel 
waste at sea level in the midst of sea level rise, on an earthquake fault, is potentially a national 
security issue especially with the Marines and the Navy located so close by. We understand 
that nuclear fuel waste is recyclable, and it's being recycled throughout Europe. My 
recommendation is 2 research and find the best practices and there around the world, and 
bring the smartest people to the table to figure this out. Burying fuel waste at sea level, and 
one of our most beautiful surf breaks in the world, is not sustainable for a Next Generation. 
There are Fortune 500 out there right now recycling fuel waste and using new technologies 
through r~search to properly dispose of nuclear fuel waste, that has potential for renewable 
energy. Additionally, there are funds within the federal government they could be used for 
this solutions base thinking and deployment. In the meantime, the waste should be removed 
and relocated to a certified nuclear waste storage area. nuclear fuel waste and nuclear waste is 
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moved on a regular basis, and it's been happening for many years safely. It's time to innovate 
through public private Partnerships, and science and Engineering to negate an accident that 
would affect the entire California coastline businesses schools our military and our next 
generation. 
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